Proof Point

Zeroing in on fit
Futurestep assessment identifies applicants
who are six times more likely to pass screening.

An online assessment
used by Futurestep
identified the top
candidates six times
more efficiently
than what would be
expected by human
judgment alone.

The boom in online job application tools has made recruiting
employees more complex. Services like LinkedIn, Glassdoor, and
other firms provide the technology to find potential applicants, but
now companies are flooded with resumes—many of which come
from unqualified or unsuitable candidates.
Companies need a way to efficiently separate the wheat from the
chaff. Hiring decisions based on human judgment alone are less
effective than a coin toss (Boatman and Erker 2012)—a dismal
record considering the flood of applications.
Futurestep, an industry leader in recruiting process outsourcing
(RPO), uses an assessment that in a pilot sample identified the top
candidates six times more efficiently than what would be expected
by human judgment alone.
Futurestep launched its pilot program at a large security company
in December 2013. The goal was to effectively prioritize the best
candidates for four types of jobs using an online assessment
developed by parent company Korn Ferry (see sidebar, ‘The fourdimension assessment’). This assessment was customized for
product support specialists, customer support representatives,
contract services, and collection specialists.

The four-dimension assessment.
Korn Ferry’s Four Dimensions of Leadership and Talent underpin Futurestep’s RPO assessment. KF4D was
developed using assessment data from more than 2 million professionals and executives. It measures:
Competencies. Observable skills and behaviors required for success.
Experiences. Assignments and roles that have prepared a person for future opportunities.
Traits. Natural aptitudes and tendencies, including personality.
Drivers. Values and interests that influence a person’s career path and motivation.
This KF4D assessment for RPO is not only rigorous, it is engaging to applicants. During our pilot, 10,872
applicants completed the entire assessment, out of 18,885 applicants to be invited. That 57.6% completion
rate is about twice the industry average.*
*Compared with response rates of annual surveys by SuperSurvey (33%) and CareerXroads (20%), and with response
rates in actual applicant samples (29% in Bauer et. al. 1998).
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Our pilot study found that all of Korn Ferry’s Four Dimensions of
Leadership and Talent were crucial to identifying the applicants who
are the closest fit for the job group and then progressed through
the screening process. Analyzing the assessment responses of more
than 10,000 applicants, we found, for instance, that measuring
experiences among customer support applicants was most predictive
of who passed screening, but that traits (e.g., credibility) and drivers
(e.g., achievement motivation) were more predictive among product
support applicants (see Figure 1).
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Within each dimension, the particular facet that identified top talent
also differed across the job group. For example, the competency
talent enhancement was important for contract services, whereas the
competency results orientation was important for collection specialists.
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Figure 1

Applicant screening for roles at a security company.
The charts illustrate the relative importance of the four dimensions of the top talent in each of the job
groups: product support specialist (n = 273), customer support representative (n = 4,240), contract
services (n = 102), and collection specialist (n = 461). Top talent was defined as those applicants with
the best fit for the job group who progressed successfully through the applicant screening process.
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Leveraging these job-group specific models translated into huge increases in recruiting efficiency.
To measure the efficiency gains, our research analysts divided a sample of 481 collection specialist
job applicants into good or poor projected fit based simply on whether their KF4D assessment
scores were above or below the median. If the assessment was no better than a coin toss, then half
of each group would be expected to pass screening. Instead, of the 36% of total applicants who
passed through screening, more than three out of four had been deemed a good fit (see Figure 2).
The breakdown achieved results in an odds ratio of 6.1—meaning that those whose scores were above
the median were 6.1 times more likely to progress through screening than were poor fit applicants.
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Figure 2
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Similar efficiency gains were found for the other job groups: An odds ratio of 6.6 for
product support specialist (n = 273), 3.0 for customer support representative (n = 1,576),
and 3.8 for contract services (n = 102).
What does this mean in practice? Today, those who screen hundreds of job applicants
start with little or no indication of the fit between the applicant and the position. But with
customized RPO assessments, screeners can prioritize whom to call first, and fill openings
more quickly with candidates who appear more likely to succeed.

The future of fit scores.
The use of fit scores represents a promising avenue for further refining the identification
of top talent. As the number of applicants who pass screening, and are hired, increases,
the criteria for success will become even clearer.
An algorithm that adapts as new data pass through it—called machine learning in
computer science—could continually refresh and optimize its predictive criteria. If such
screening assessments were fully integrated with not just applicant tracking software,
but also employee performance data, the assessment would adjust its “fit score” over
time to even more closely resemble those applicants who were eventually hired, stayed
in the job, and got high marks for job performance.
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About Korn Ferry
At Korn Ferry, we design, build, attract and ignite talent. Since our inception,
clients have trusted us to help recruit world-class leadership. Today, we are
a single source for leadership and talent consulting services to empower
businesses and leaders to reach their goals. Our solutions range from executive
recruitment and leadership development programs, to enterprise learning,
succession planning and recruitment process outsourcing (RPO).

About Futurestep
Futurestep is the global industry leader in high-impact recruitment solutions;
offering fully customized, flexible services to help organizations meet their
talent and recruitment needs. As a Korn Ferry Company, Futurestep can meet a
variety of workforce requirements; from RPO and project recruitment, to search
and consulting, our solutions apply a truly world-class capability to deliver
talent with impact, providing the experience and global reach to identify, attract
and retain the people who drive business success.

About The Korn Ferry Institute
The Korn Ferry Institute, our research and analytics arm, was established to
share intelligence and expert points of view on talent and leadership. Through
studies, books and a quarterly magazine, Briefings, we aim to increase
understanding of how strategic talent decisions contribute to competitive
advantage, growth and success.
Visit www.kornferry.com for more information on Korn Ferry,
and www.kornferryinstitute.com for articles, research and insights.
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